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Abstract: We construct a 6D nonabelian N = (1, 0) theory by coupling an N = (1, 0)
tensor multiplet to an N = (1, 0) hypermultiplet. While the N = (1, 0) tensor multiplet
is in the adjoint representation of the gauge group, the hypermultiplet can be in the fun-
damental representation or any other representation. If the hypermultiplet is also in the
adjoint representation of the gauge group, the supersymmetry is enhanced to N = (2, 0),
and the theory is identical to the (2, 0) theory of Lambert and Papageorgakis (LP). Upon
dimension reduction, the (1, 0) theory can be reduced to a general N = 1 supersymmetric
Yang-Mills theory in 5D. We discuss briefly the possible applications of the theories to
multi M5-branes.
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1 Introduction and Summary
M2-branes and M5-branes are two types of fundamental objects in M-theory. According
to the gauge/gravity correspondence, they admit dual gauge descriptions [1]. The gauge
theories of multi M2-branes have been constructed successfully: They are the 3D N = 8
BLG theory with gauge group SO(4) [2, 3], the N = 6 ABJM theory with gauge group
U(N) × U(N) [4], and the other extended superconformal Chern-Simons matter theories
with variety gauge groups. However, it seems more difficult to construct the gauge theory
of multi M5-branes. One particular reason is that it is difficult to construct an action: The
theory contains a self-dual three-form field strength Hµνρ =
1
3!εµνρσλτH
σλτ , implying that
the kinetic term HµνρH
µνρ vanishies.
Fortunately, it is possible to construct the equations of motions and the laws of su-
persymmetry transformations of 6D (r, 0) theories. Here r = 1, 2. Using a three-algebra
approach, Lambert and Papageorgakis (LP) was able to derive a nonabelian (2, 0) tensor
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multiplet theory [5], which may be a candidate of the gauge description of multiple M5-
branes (For reviews on gauge theories of M-branes, see [6] and [7]). More recently, using
the Nambu three-algebra, Lambert and Sacco (LS) have constructed a more general (2, 0)
theory by introducing an additional non-dynamical abelian three-form into the LP theory
[8]. Remarkably, upon a dimension reduction, the LS theory is reduced to the 3D N = 8
BLG theory, describing two M2-branes in C4/Z2. Thus the (2, 0) LS theory may be a dual
gauge theory for two M5-branes or two M2-branes. The LS theory has been investigated
in Ref. [9], and an intereting solution was found in [9].
In this paper, we generalize the (2, 0) LP theory in another direction. We construct
a 6D nonabelian N = (1, 0) theory by coupling a “minimal” N = (1, 0) tensor multiplet
to an N = (1, 0) hypermultiplet. The “minimal” (1, 0) tensor multiplet, constructed in
our previous work [10], is in the adjoint representation of the gauge group, but the (1, 0)
hypermultiplet, can be in the fundamental representation or any other representation.
The field content of theory is the same as that of the LP theory, but the R-symmetry
is only SU(2). If the (1, 0) hypermultiplet also takes value in the adjoint representation,
then the SU(2) R-symmetry can be promoted to SO(5), and the supersymmetry gets
enhanced to (2, 0), and our theory becomes identical to the (2, 0) LP theory. However,
if the hypermultiplet is not in the adjoint representation of the gauge group, our theory
is a real (1, 0) theory. In fact, if the tensor multiplet and hypermultiplet are in different
representations, it is impossible to promote the SU(2) R-symmetry to SO(5), meaning
that one cannot enhance the (1, 0) supersymmetry to (2, 0)1.
Following the method of [5], we show that this (1, 0) theory can be reduced to a general
5D supersymmetric Yang-Mills (SYM) theory with 8 supersymmetries, by choosing the
space-like vector vev 〈Cµ〉 = g2YMδµ5 . Here Cµ is an auxiliary field, and gYM the coupling
constant of the supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory. In Section 5, we discuss some other cases
with 〈Cµ〉 being a light-like or a time-like vector. It would be interesting to investigate
these SYM theories.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the “minimal” (1, 0) tensor
multiplet theory of our previous work [10]; In Section 3, we construct the 6D (1, 0) theory
by coupling a (1, 0) hypermultiplet theory to this (1, 0) tensor multiplet theory. In Section
4, we derive the (2, 0) LP theory by enhancing the supersymmetry from (1, 0) to (2, 0). In
Section 5, we construct the action of the N = 1 SYM theory in 5D, by setting 〈Cµ〉 =
g2YMδ
µ
5 in the (1, 0) theory; We also briefly discuss the applications of these theories to
M5-branes. In Appendix A, we verify the closure of the superalgebra of the minimal (1, 0)
tensor multiple theory. In Appendix B, we prove that the set of equations of motion of
the 6D (1, 0) theory are closed under supersymmetry transformations. In Appendix C,
we construct the conserved supercurrents and discuss the possibilities for enhancing the
1In our previous work [10], only the “minimal” (1, 0) tensor multiplet theory is a genuine (1, 0) theory
(see Section 2 of [10]). After coupling to the hypermultiplet, which is also in the adjoint representation
of the gauge group, the resulted (1, 0) tensor multiplet theory in Ref. [10] is not a real (1, 0) theory with
SU(2) R-symmetry. A careful analysis can show that the parameter “b” in Ref. [10] can be absorbed into
the re-definition of the fields, and the theory turns out to be the (2, 0) LP theory; In other words, it is
actually a re-derivation of (2, 0) LP theory using a different approach.
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Poincare supersymmetries to the full superconformal symmetries.
2 Review of the Minimal (1, 0) Tensor Multiplet
In this section, we first review the 6D nonabelian (1, 0) tensor multiplet theory2 constructed
in Section 2 of [10]. We then recast it such that the SU(2) R-symmetry is manifest.
2.1 Review of (1, 0) Tensor Multiplet
Following the convention of [10], we will first work with 32-component Majorana fermions.
(More precisely, we will work with SO(9, 1) Majorana fermions.) The gamma matrices
satisfy the anti-commutation relations
{Γµ,Γν} = 2ηµν , (µ = 0, 1, . . . , 5.)
{Γs,Γt} = 2δst, (s, t = 6, 7, 8, 9.)
{Γs,Γµ} = 0, (2.1)
where ηµν = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1). We begin by reviewing the free (1, 0) theory of tensor
multiplet. It contains a scalar field φ, an antisymmetric form field Bνρ, and a fermionic
field χ. The fermionic field χ is anti-chiral with respect to Γ012345, but chiral with respect
to Γ6789:
Γ012345χ = −χ,
Γ6789χ = χ. (2.2)
The above two equations imply that Γ0123456789χ = −χ, i.e. χ is a Weyl spinor. Recall that
we assumed that χ is an SO(9, 1) Majorana spinor, so χ is an SO(9, 1) Majorana-Weyl
spinor.
The supersymmetry transformations are
δφ = −iǫ¯χ,
δχ = Γµǫ∂µφ+
1
3!
1
2!
ΓµνλǫH
µνλ,
δHµνρ = 3iǫ¯Γ[µν∂ρ]χ. (2.3)
The self-dual field strength is defined as Hµνρ = 3∂[µBνρ]. The supersymmetry parameter
3
ǫ is chiral with respect to Γ012345 as well as Γ6789, i.e.,
Γ012345ǫ = ǫ,
Γ6789ǫ = ǫ. (2.4)
The super-poincare algebra is closed by imposing the equations of motion (EOM)
Γµ∂µχ = 0, ∂
µ∂µφ = 0, ∂[µHνρσ] = 0. (2.5)
2We also call it a “minimal” (1, 0) tensor multiplet theory. After coupling to the (1, 0) hypermultiplet
theory, it will be called a nonabelian (1, 0) theory.
3In Ref. [10], the supersymmetry parameter is denoted as ǫ+, which is a 10D Majorana-Weyl spinor.
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However, due to the self-duality nature of Hµνρ, it is difficult to construct a Lagrangian.
The reason is as follows: The kinetic term HµνρH
µνρ is proportional to
εµνρσλτHµνρHσλτ , (2.6)
which vanishes by the self-duality conditions. Here ε012345 = −ε012345 = 1.
One can generalize the above free (1, 0) tensor multiplet to be the nonabelian one [10],
(φm,Hµνρm, χm). (2.7)
(In Ref. [10], the fermionic field is denoted as ψm+.) Here m is an adjoint index of the Lie
algebra of gauge group, and kmn is an invariant form on the Lie algebra. If the Lie algebra
is semi-simple, then kmn is nothing but the Killing-Cartan metric, whose inverse will be
denoted as kmn. We will use kmn to lower indices, and use its inverse k
mn to raise indices;
for instance, φm = kmnφn.
The the components of the field strength Hµνρm also obey the self-dual conditions
Hµνρm =
1
3!
εµνρσλκH
σλκ
m . (2.8)
After introducing the nonabelian gauge symmetry, the law of supersymmetry reads [10]:
δφm = −iǫ¯χm,
δχm = Γ
µǫDµφm +
1
3!
1
2!
ΓµνλǫH
µνλ
m ,
δAmµ = iǫ¯Γµνχ
mCν ,
δCν = 0,
δHµνρm = 3iǫ¯Γ[µνDρ]χm − iǫ¯ΓµνρσCσχnφpfnpm, (2.9)
where Cµ is an abelian auxiliary field, and fnpm the structure constants of the Lie algebra
of the gauge group. The covariant derivative is defined as follows
Dµφm = ∂µφm + (Aµ)nφpf
np
m. (2.10)
The equations of the nonabelian (1, 0) theory are given by [10]
0 = D2φp − i
2
(χ¯mΓνχn)C
νfmnp,
0 = Fmµν −HmµνρCρ,
0 = ΓµDµχm − ΓµCµχnφpfnpm,
0 = D[µHνρσ]p +
i
8
εµνρλστ (χ¯mΓ
τχn)C
λfmnp +
1
4
εµνρλστφmC
λDτφnf
mn
p,
0 = CσDσφ
m = CσDσχ
m = CσDσH
m
µνρ = C
σDσF
m
µν = ∂µC
ν . (2.11)
The field strength Fmµν is defined as
Fmµν = ∂µA
m
ν − ∂νAmµ + [Aµ, Aν ]m. (2.12)
The supersymmetry transformations (2.9) are closed, provided that the equations (2.11)
are obeyed.
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2.2 (1, 0) Tensor Multiplet with Manifest SU(2) R-symmetry
In this section, we recast the theory such that the SU(2) R-symmetry is manifest. Notice
that the SO(9, 1) Γ-matrices can be constructed as follows
(Γµ)10D = (Γ
µ)6D ⊗ (γ5)4D, µ = 0, 1, . . . , 5.
(Γs)10D = 18×8 ⊗ (γs)4D, s = 6, 7, 8, 9. (2.13)
Here (γs)4D are the set of SO(4) = SU(2)× SU(2) hermitian matrices
γs =
(
0 σs
σs† 0
)
, (2.14)
where σs = (~σ, i12×2) and σ
s† = (~σ,−i12×2), with ~σ the pauli matrices. And
(γ5)4D = (γ
6γ7γ8γ9)4D =
(
δAB 0
0 −δA˙
B˙
)
, (2.15)
where A,B = 1, 2 and A˙, B˙ = 1˙, 2˙ are the undotted and dotted indices of SU(2) × SU(2),
respectively. The 8× 8 gamma matrices (Γµ)6D are defined as
(Γµ)6D =
(
0 Γ˜µ
Γµ 0
)
. (2.16)
In the right hand side, Γµ can be chosen as the set of 4× 4 matrices
Γ0 = −σ3 ⊗ σ2, Γ1 = σ2 ⊗ σ3, Γ2 = iσ2 ⊗ 12×2,
Γ3 = σ2 ⊗ σ1, Γ4 = iσ1 ⊗ σ2, Γ5 = 12×2 ⊗ σ2, (2.17)
and Γ˜µ = Γ†µ, satisfying
ΓµΓ˜ν + ΓνΓ˜µ = 2ηµν and Γ˜µΓν + Γ˜νΓµ = 2ηµν . (2.18)
Using equations (2.14)−(2.18), we see that (2.13) indeed satisfy the commutation relations
(2.1).
Equations (2.13) are essentially the decomposition: SO(9, 1) ⇒ SO(5, 1) × SU(2) ×
SU(2). Equations (2.1), (2.2), and (2.13) suggest that the SO(9, 1) Majorana-Weyl fermion
χΣ can be converted into an SU(2) symplectic-Majorana chiral spinor χαA:
χΣ → χαA, (2.19)
where Σ labels the Majorana-Weyl representation of SO(9, 1), and α labels the Weyl rep-
resentation of SO(5, 1), more precisely,
(Γ012345)6DχA = −χA, (2.20)
and A = 1, 2 is a fundamental index of the SU(2) R-symmetry group.
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In the basis (2.13), the reality condition (Majorana condition) reads
(χm)
∗ = B10Dχm , (2.21)
where
B10D = B6D ⊗B4D,
B6D =
(
B4D 0
0 B4D
)
=
(
σ3 ⊗ iσ2 0
0 −σ3 ⊗ iσ2
)
,
B4D =
(
ǫAB 0
0 ǫA˙B˙
)
=
(
−iσ2 0
0 iσ2
)
. (2.22)
We denote the inverses of the anti-symmetric forms ǫA˙B˙ and ǫAB as ǫB˙C˙ and ǫBC , re-
spectively, satisfying ǫA˙B˙ǫB˙C˙ = δ
A˙
C˙
and ǫABǫBC = δ
A
C . Now the reality condition (2.21) is
equivalent to SU(2) Majorana condtion
(χAm)
∗ = ǫABB6DχBm. (2.23)
Similarly, the 10D Majorana-Weyl spinor ǫΣ can be converted into the SU(2) simplectic
Majorana spinor ǫαA, i.e. ǫΣ → ǫαA. Here ǫA obeys the reality and chirality conditions:
(Γ012345)6DǫA = ǫA,
(ǫA)
∗ = ǫABB6DǫB . (2.24)
Using (2.13), (2.19), (2.23), and (2.23), the law of supersymmetry transformation (2.9)
can be recast into the form4
δφm = −iǫ¯AχAm,
δχAm = Γ
µǫADµφm +
1
3!
1
2!
ΓµνλǫAH
µνλ
m ,
δAmµ = iǫ¯
AΓµνχ
m
AC
ν ,
δCν = 0,
δHµνρm = 3iǫ¯
AΓ[µνDρ]χAm − iǫ¯AΓµνρσCσχAnφpfnpm, (2.25)
and the equations (2.11) can be recast into
0 = D2φp − i
2
(χ¯AmΓνχAn)C
νfmnp,
0 = Fmµν −HmµνρCρ,
0 = ΓµDµχAm − ΓµCµχAnφpfnpm,
0 = D[µHνρσ]p +
i
8
εµνρλστ (χ¯
A
mΓ
τχAn)C
λfmnp +
1
4
εµνρλστφmD
τφnC
λfmnp,
0 = CσDσφm = C
σDσχAm = C
σDσHµνρm = ∂µC
ν, (2.26)
4In Appendix B, the super-variation “δ” in (2.25) will be replaced by “δ¯”, while the super-variation in
(3.39) will be still denoted as “δ”.
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where the gamma matrices in (2.25) and (2.26) are defined by (2.16), and we have dropped
the subscript “6D”, i.e.
(Γµ)6D → Γµ. (2.27)
It can be seen that in (2.25) and (2.26), the SU(2) R-symmetry is manifest. In Appendix
A, we rederive equations (2.26) by requiring the closure of the super Poincare algebra.
It is well know that the gauge field of the N = 6 ABJM theory [4] is non-dynamical.
Here the gauge field Amµ is also non-dynamical. If it were a dynamical field, its super-partner
(gaugino) would be also an independent dynamical field. However, the third equation of
(2.25) indicates that the gaugino can be expressed in term of the fermionic field χm of the
tensor multiplet and the auxiliary field Cµ. So the gaugino is just an auxiliary field. In
other words, the gaugino is non-dynamical.
3 Nonabelian (1, 0) Theory
In this section, we will construct the nonabelian N = (1, 0) theory by coupling the N =
(1, 0) tensor multiplet theory to an N = (1, 0) hypermultiplet theory.
3.1 Closure of the N = (1, 0) Superalgebra
We begin by presenting a quick review of the free theory of hypermultiplet. The super-
symmetry transformations are given by
δφA = iǫ¯Aψ,
δψ = −2ǫAΓµ∂µφA. (3.1)
Here ǫA satisfies the reality and chirality conditions (2.24), and A = 1, 2 is a fundamental
index of the R-symmetry group SU(2). The fermionic field ψ is a 6D Weyl spinor, and it
is anti-chiral with respect the 6D chirality matrix, i.e.
Γ012345ψ = −ψ. (3.2)
The super-Poincare algebra is closed provided the equations of motion
Γµ∂µψ = 0 and ∂
µ∂µφ
A = 0 (3.3)
are satisfied.
To couple the hypermultiplet and the tensor multiplet, it is natural to assume that
they share the same gauge symmetry. Recall that the tensor multiplet constructed in the
last section is in the adjoint representation of the Lie algebra of gauge group. However,
it is not necessary to assume that the hypermultiplet is also in the adjoint representation.
Instead, we assume that the hypermultiplet can be in the arbitrary representation of the
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gauge group; in particular, it can be in the fundamental representation of the gauge group5.
With this understanding, the component fields of the nonabelian hypermultiplet can be
written as
(φAI , ψI), (3.4)
where I labels an arbitrary representation of the Lie algebra of gauge symmetry. The
complex conjugation of φAI will be denoted as φ¯
I
A, i.e. φ¯
I
A = (φ
A
I )
∗. The covariant derivative
is defined as
Dµφ
A
I = ∂µφ
A
I − τmJIAµmφAJ , (3.5)
where τmJI are a set of representation matrices of the generators of the gauge group, and
Aµm = kmnA
n
µ. To ensure the positivity of the theory, we assume that τ
mJ
I obeys the
reality condition:
(τmJI)
∗ = −τmIJ . (3.6)
We postulate the law of supersymmetry transformations as follows
δφm = −iǫ¯AχAm,
δφAI = iǫ¯
AψI ,
δχAm = Γ
µǫADµφm +
1
3!
1
2!
ΓµνλǫAH
µνλ
m + a1ΓλǫBC
λ(φ¯JAφ
B
I + φ¯
BJφAI)τm
I
J ,
δψI = −2ǫAΓµDµφAI + b1ΓλǫACλτmJIφmφAJ ,
δAmµ = iǫ¯
AΓµνχ
m
AC
ν ,
δCν = 0,
δHµνρm = 3iǫ¯
AΓ[µνDρ]χAm − iǫ¯AΓµνρσχAnCσφpfnpm
+id1ǫ¯
AΓµνρσψIC
σφ¯JAτm
I
J + id2ψ¯
IΓµνρσǫAC
σφAJ τm
J
I , (3.7)
where φ¯BJ = εBAφ¯JA and φAI = ǫABφ
B
I , and a1, b1, d1, and d2 are real constants, to be
determined later.
We now check the closure of the super-Poincare algebra. The supersymmetry trans-
formation of the scalar field φm is
[δ1, δ2]φm = v
µDµφm, (3.8)
where
vµ ≡ −2iǫ¯A2 Γµǫ1A. (3.9)
5We emphasize this point because the matter fields of the N = 6 ABJM theory are also in the bi-
fundamental representation of the gauge group U(N)×U(N). In fact, to achieve enhanced supersymmetries
(N ≥ 4), the Lie algebras of gauge groups of 3D Chern-Simons matter theories must be chosen as the bosonic
parts of certain superalgebras, and the matter fields matter fields must be in the fundamental representations
of these Lie algebras. However, here the Lie algebra of the gauge group of the (1, 0) theory can be arbitrary,
not necessarily restricted to the bosonic part of some superalgebra. It would be interesting to study the
Lie algebras of gauge groups and the corresponding representations for both 3D and 6D theories.
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The transformation on the scalar field φAI is
[δ1, δ2]φ
A
I = v
µDµφ
A
I +
b1
2
Λmτ
mJ
Iφ
A
J , (3.10)
where
Λm ≡ −vµCµφm, (3.11)
with vµ defined by (3.9). Later we will see that the second term of the right-hand side of
(3.10) is a gauge transformation.
Let us now look at the gauge field:
[δ1, δ2]A
m
µ = v
νFmνµ −DµΛm
+vν(Fmµν −HmµνρCρ)
−vµ(CνDνφm). (3.12)
We see that the second term of the first line is a gauge transformation by the parameter
Λm. Requiring the second term of (3.10) to be a gauge transformation determines the
constant b1:
b1 = −2. (3.13)
Also, since [Λ, φ]m = 0, Eq. (3.10) can be written in the desired form:
[δ1, δ2]φm = v
µDµφm + [Λ, φ]m (3.14)
To close the super-poincare algebra on the gauge field, we must require the last two lines
of (3.12) to vanish separately. This determines the equations of motion for the gauge fields
0 = Fmµν −HmµνρCρ (3.15)
and the constraint equation on the scalar fields φm:
0 = CνDνφ
m. (3.16)
Taking a super-variation on the above equation gives
0 = CνDνχ
m
A . (3.17)
The supersymmetry transformation of the fermionic field ψI is given by
[δ1, δ2]ψI = v
µDµψI − ΛJ IψJ
−1
2
vνΓ
ν
(
ΓµDµψI + Γ
µCµτ
mJ
IφmψJ − 2ΓµCµψAmτmJIφAJ
)
, (3.18)
where ΛJ I = Λmτ
mJ
I . The first line of (3.18) is the translation and the gauge transforma-
tion. So the second line must be the equations of motion
0 = ΓµDµψI + Γ
µCµτ
mJ
IφmψJ − 2ΓµCµτmJIφAJ . (3.19)
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In deriving (3.18), we have used the Fierz identity
ǫ1Aǫ¯
B
2 = −
1
4
(
ǫ¯B2 Γµǫ1A
)
Γµ
1− Γ
2
+
1
48
(
ǫ¯B2 Γµνρ−ǫ1A
)
Γµνρ+ . (3.20)
Here Γ = Γ012345 is the chirality matrix of SO(5, 1); and
Γµνρ± ≡ 1
2
(Γµνρ ± 1
3!
ǫµνρσλτΓ
σλτ ), (3.21)
obeying the duality conditions
Γµνρ± = ± 1
3!
ǫµνρσλτΓ
σλτ
± . (3.22)
The above two equations are special cases of the identity
Γµ1...µp =
(−1) 12 (p−1)p
(6− p)! εµ1...µpµp+1...µ6Γ
µp+1...µ6Γ012345. (3.23)
The transformation on the fermionic fields χAm is given by
[δ1, δ2]χAm = v
µDµχAm + [Λ, χA]m
−1
4
vνΓ
ν
(
ΓµDµχAm + Γ
µCµ[φ, χA]m
)
+3(−a1 + d2)vµνρ(AB)ΓνρB−1ψICµφBJ τmJI
+3(a1 + d1)v
µνρ
(AB)
ΓνρψICµφ¯
BJτm
I
J
+
1
8
(3a1 − 5d2)vµCµB−1ψIφAJτmJI
+
1
8
(3a1 − d2)vνCµΓµνB−1ψIφAJτmJI
−1
8
(3a1 + 5d1)v
µCµψI φ¯
J
Aτm
I
J
−1
8
(3a1 + d1)v
νCµΓµνψI φ¯
J
Aτm
I
J , (3.24)
where
vµνρ(AB) ≡ −
i
24
(
ǫ¯2AΓ
µνρ
− ǫ1B + ǫ¯2BΓ
µνρ
− ǫ1A
)
, (3.25)
with ǫ¯2A = ǫAB ǫ¯
B
2 ; and
ψJ = (ψJ)
∗; (3.26)
and B−1 is the inverse of B, defined by the second equation of (2.22), with the subscript
“6D” omitted. The third and fourth lines of (3.24) must vanish separately, since they
contain the set of unwanted parameters vµνρ(AB). We are thus led to
d2 = a1 and d1 = −a1. (3.27)
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Substituting (3.27) into (3.24), a short calculation gives
[δ1, δ2]χAm
= vµDµχAm + [Λ, χA]m (3.28)
−1
4
vνΓ
ν
(
ΓµDµχAm + Γ
µCµ[φ, χA]m + a1Γ
µCµB
−1ψJφAIτm
I
J − a1ΓµCµψJ φ¯IAτmJI
)
.
The first line of (3.28) is a covariant translation and a gauge transformation. In order to
close the super-Poincare algebra, one must require the last line of (3.28) to vanish,
0 = ΓµDµχAm + Γ
µCµ[φ, χA]m + a1Γ
µCµB
−1ψJφAIτm
I
J − a1ΓµCµψJ φ¯IAτmJI , (3.29)
which are the equations of motion of χAm.
After some algebraic steps, we obtain the super-variation of the self-dual field strengths:
[δ1, δ2]Hµνρm
= vσDσHµνρm + [Λ,Hµνρ]m
+3(v[µFνρ]n − v[µHνρ]σnCσ)φpfnpm (3.30)
+4vσ
[
D[µHνρσ]m −
i
8
εµνρσλτC
λ
(
(χ¯AnΓ
τχAp)f
np
m + a1(ψ¯
JΓτψI)τm
I
J
)
−1
4
εµνρσλτC
λ
(
φnD
τφpf
np
m + a1φ¯
J
BD
τφBI τm
I
J − a1φBJ Dτ φ¯IBτJmI
)]
+2ia1(ǫ¯
A
2 Γµνρǫ1B − ǫ¯A1 Γµνρǫ2B)(CλDλφBI )φ¯JAτmIJ
+2ia1(ǫ¯
B
2 Γµνρǫ1A − ǫ¯B1 Γµνρǫ2A)(CλDλφ¯AJ )φIBτmJI
The second line vanishes by the equations of motion of the gauge fields (3.15); In order
to close the superalgebra on Hµνρm, the last four lines must also vanish. This gives the
constraint equations on the scalar fields
0 = CλDλφ
B
I = C
λDλφ¯
I
B , (3.31)
and the equations of motion of Hµνρm:
0 = D[µHνρσ]m −
i
8
εµνρσλτC
λ
(
(χ¯AnΓ
τχAp)f
np
m + a1(ψ¯
JΓτψI)τm
I
J
)
−1
4
εµνρσλτC
λ
(
φnD
τφpf
np
m + a1φ¯
J
BD
τφBI τm
I
J − a1φBJ Dτ φ¯IBτJmI
)
.(3.32)
Taking super-variations on (3.31), one obtains
0 = CλDλψI = C
λDλψ
I . (3.33)
The Bianchi identity D[µFνρ]m = 0 and Eqs. (3.15) and (3.32) imply that
CσDσHµνρm = 0. (3.34)
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The equations of motion of φAI and φp can be derived by taking super-variations on
Eqs. (3.19) and (3.29), respectively (for details, see Appendix B). They are given by
0 = D2φAI − iCν(χ¯AmΓνψJ )τmJI +C2φAKφmφnτmKJτnJI
+a1C
2(φ¯KBφ
A
L + φ¯
AKφBL)φ
B
J τm
L
Kτ
mJ
I , (3.35)
0 = D2φm − i
2
Cν(χ¯Bn ΓνχBp)f
np
m +
i
2
a1C
ν(ψ¯JΓνψI)τm
I
J
+2a1C
2φ¯JAφ
A
I φ
n(τ(mτn))
I
J . (3.36)
We see that a1 cannot be fixed by the closure of superalgebra. However, if a1 6= 0, it
can be absorbed into the redefinitions of the hypermultiplet fields:
√
a1φ
A
I → φAI ,
√
a1φ¯
I
A → φ¯IA,√
a1ψI → ψI , √a1ψI → ψI . (3.37)
One can of course keep this continuous free parameter a1 in the (1, 0) theory. If a1 = 0,
the theory is reduced to the minimal (1, 0) tensor multiplet theory of Section 2. It would
be interesting to investigate the physical meaning of this continuous free parameter a1.
3.2 Summary of the Nonabelian (1, 0) STheory
In summary, the equations of the (1, 0) theory are given by
0 = D2φAI − iCν(χ¯AmΓνψJ)τmJI +C2φAKφmφnτmKJτnJI
+C2(φ¯KBφ
A
L + φ¯
AKφBL)φ
B
J τm
L
Kτ
mJ
I ,
0 = D2φm − i
2
Cν(χ¯Bn ΓνχBp)f
np
m +
i
2
Cν(ψ¯JΓνψI)τm
I
J
+2C2φ¯JAφ
A
I φ
n(τ(mτn))
I
J ,
0 = Fmµν −HmµνρCρ,
0 = ΓµDµψI + Γ
µCµτ
mJ
IφmψJ − 2ΓµCµχAmτmJIφAJ , (3.38)
0 = ΓµDµχAm + Γ
µCµ[φ, χA]m + Γ
µCµB
−1ψJφAIτm
I
J − ΓµCµψJ φ¯IAτmJI ,
0 = D[µHνρσ]m −
i
8
εµνρσλτC
λ
(
(χ¯AnΓ
τχAp)f
np
m + (ψ¯
JΓτψI)τm
I
J
)
−1
4
εµνρσλτC
λ
(
φnD
τφpf
np
m + φ¯
J
BD
τφBI τm
I
J − φBJ Dτ φ¯IBτJmI
)
,
0 = CσDσφ
m = CσDσφ
A
I = C
σDσχ
m = CσDσψI = C
σDσH
m
µνρ = C
σDσF
m
µν = ∂µC
ν .
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Here a1 has been absorbed into the redefinitions of the fields (see (3.37)). And the law of
supersymmetry transformations are as follows
δφm = −iǫ¯AχAm,
δφAI = iǫ¯
AψI ,
δχAm = Γ
µǫADµφm +
1
3!
1
2!
ΓµνλǫAH
µνλ
m + ΓλǫBC
λ(φ¯JAφ
B
I + φ¯
BJφAI)τm
I
J ,
δψI = −2ΓµǫADµφAI − 2ΓλǫACλτmJIφmφAJ ,
δAmµ = iǫ¯
AΓµνχ
m
AC
ν ,
δCν = 0,
δHµνρm = 3iǫ¯
AΓ[µνDρ]χAm − iǫ¯AΓµνρσCσχAnφpfnpm
−iǫ¯AΓµνρσψICσφ¯JAτmIJ + iψ¯IΓµνρσǫAφAJ τmJI . (3.39)
We have verified that the set of equations (3.38) are closed under the supersymmetry
transformations (3.39): Taking a super-variation on any equation of (3.38) can transform
it into some other equations of (3.38). For instance, if we take a super-variation on the
first equation of (3.38) (the EOM of φAI ), we will obtain the equations of motion of the
gauge fields Amµ , and spinor fields χAm and ψI . In other words, under supersymmetry
transformations (3.39),
δ(Any Equation) = 0. (3.40)
The details are presented in Appendix B.
It would be interesting to re-construct the theory using a superspace approach [11].
4 Enhancing to (2, 0) LP Theory
In this section, we will promote the (1, 0) theory to the (2, 0) LP theory [5]. Recall the
(1, 0) tensor multiplet is in the adjoint representation of the gauge group, while the (1, 0)
hypermultiplet can be in arbitrary representation. To promote the supersymmetry to
(2, 0), it is necessary that the (1, 0) tensor multiplet and hypermultiplet are in the same
representation of the gauge group. We are therefore led to require that the hypermultiplet
is also in the adjoint representation, i.e.
ψI → ψn, φAI → φAn , (4.1)
where n is an adjoint index of the Lie algebra of the gauge group. Accordingly, the
representation matrices should be the structure constants, i.e.
τmIJ → (τm)np ≡ fnmp, (4.2)
which also obey the reality condition (3.6).
Now we are ready to enhance the SU(2) R-symmetry to USp(4) ∼= SO(5). To do so,
let us define
ψA˙n = −
i√
2
(
−ψn
B−1ψ∗n
)
, (4.3)
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B−1 is the inverse of B, and B is defined by the second equation of (2.22), with “6D”
omitted. It is not difficult to check that ψA˙n obeys the reality conditions
ψ∗
A˙n
= ǫA˙B˙BψA˙n. (4.4)
Here ǫA˙B˙ is defined by the last equation of (2.22). It can be seen that ψA˙n transforms in
the dotted representation of SU(2) × SU(2). Now it is possible to combine ψA˙n and χA˙n
to form a 4 of USp(4) ∼= SO(5) 6:
ψAn =
(
χAn
−ψA˙n
)
, (4.5)
where in left hand side, A = 1, . . . , 4 is a fundamental index of USp(4); and in the right
hand side, A = 1, 2 and A˙ = 1˙, 2˙ are un-dotted and dotted index of SU(2) × SU(2),
respectively; The reality conditions become
(ψAn)
∗ = ωABBψBn, (4.6)
ωAB =
(
ǫAB 0
0 ǫA˙B˙
)
,
where ωAB is the invariant antisymmetric tensor of USp(4).
The set of scalar fields of the hypermultiplet can be re-arranged such that they trans-
form a 4 of SO(4):
φsn = −
i√
2
(
σs†1˙
Aφ¯An − σs†2˙AǫABφBn
)
(4.7)
where σs†A˙
A = (~σ,−i12×2), with ~σ the pauli matrices. And φsn and φn can be combined
to form a 5 of SO(5):
φan = (φ
s
n, φn), (4.8)
Here a = 1, . . . , 5 is a fundamental index of SO(5). Similarly, we use the matrices (2.14)
and (2.15) to define the set of SO(5) gamma matrices
γaA
B = (γs, γ5), (4.9)
where we have dropped the subscript “4D”.
Using equations (4.1)−(4.9), the equations of motion (3.38) can be recast into
0 = D2φap −
i
2
(ψ¯AmΓνγ
a
A
BψBn)C
νfmnp − C2φbmφanφbqfmnof oqp,
0 = Fmµν −HmµνρCρ,
0 = ΓµDµψAm − ΓµγaABCµψBnφapfnpm, (4.10)
0 = D[µHνρσ]p +
i
8
εµνρλστ (ψ¯
A
mΓ
τψAn)C
λfmnp +
1
4
εµνρλστφ
a
mD
τφanC
λfmnp,
0 = CσDσφ
a
m = C
σDσψAm = C
σDσHµνρm = ∂µC
ν,
6To avoid introducing too many indices, we still use the capital letters A, B, . . ., to label the USp(4)
indices. We hope this will not cause any confusion.
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where A = 1, . . . , 4 is a fundamental index of the R-symmetry group USp(4). We now see
that the USp(4) ∼= SO(5) R-symmetry is manifest. These equations are essentially the
same equations of motion of the N = (2, 0) LP theory, constructed in terms of Nambu
3-algebra [5]. If we introduce the notation
ψ±Am =
1
2
(1± γ5)ABψBm,
ψAm = ψ
+
Am + ψ
−
Am, (4.11)
we see that the equations of motion (4.10) are invariant if we switch ψ+Am and ψ
−
Am:
ψ+Am ↔ ψ−Am (4.12)
Later we will see that the above discrete symmetry allows us to enhance the N = (1, 0)
supersymmetry to N = (2, 0).
For convenience, we define two sets of parameters of supersymmetry transformations
as follows:
ǫA± =
1
2
(1± γ5)ABǫB, (A, B = 1, . . . , 4.) (4.13)
where
ǫA =
(
ǫA
ǫA˙
)
. (4.14)
In the right hand side, A = 1, . . . , 4 is a fundamental index of USp(4), and the right hand
side, A = 1, 2 and A˙ = 1˙, 2˙ are undotted and dotted index of SU(2)× SU(2).
Using equations (4.1)−(4.9), the supersymmetry transformations (3.39) can be rewrit-
ten as
δφam = −iǫ¯A+γaABψBm,
δψAm = Γ
µγaA
BǫB+Dµφ
a
m +
1
3!
1
2!
ΓµνλǫA+H
µνλ
m +
1
2
Γλγ
ab
A
BǫB+C
λφanφ
b
pf
np
m,
δAmµ = iǫ¯
A
+Γµνψ
m
AC
ν ,
δCν = 0,
δHµνρm = 3iǫ¯
A
+Γ[µνDρ]ψAm − iǫ¯A+γaABΓµνρσψBnCσφapfnpm. (4.15)
We see that in (4.15), if we replace ǫA+ by ǫA−, while switch ψ
+
Am and ψ
−
Am, that is,
ǫA+ → ǫA−
ψ+Am ↔ ψ−Am (4.16)
we will obtain another independent N = (1, 0) supersymmetry transformations, whose
R-symmetry is another SU(2):
δφam = −iǫ¯A−γaABψBm,
δψAm = Γ
µγaA
BǫB−Dµφ
a
m +
1
3!
1
2!
ΓµνλǫA−H
µνλ
m +
1
2
Γλγ
ab
A
BǫB−C
λφanφ
b
pf
np
m,
δAmµ = iǫ¯
A
−Γµνψ
m
AC
ν ,
δCν = 0,
δHµνρm = 3iǫ¯
A
−Γ[µνDρ]ψAm − iǫ¯A−γaABΓµνρσψBnCσφapfnpm. (4.17)
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The equations of motion for closing the poincare supersymmetry algebra (4.17) can be
simply obtained by applying the discrete transformation ψ+Am ↔ ψ−Am to (4.10). However,
since ψ+Am ↔ ψ−Am is just a discrete symmetry of (4.10). So the equations for closing (4.17)
are nothing but (4.10). In other words, the theory defined by (4.10) are invariant under the
supersymmetry transformations (4.15) and (4.17). Eqs. (4.15) and (4.17) can be unified
to give the N = (2, 0) supersymmetry transformations:
δφam = −iǫ¯AγaABψBm,
δψAm = Γ
µγaA
BǫBDµφ
a
m +
1
3!
1
2!
ΓµνλǫAH
µνλ
m +
1
2
Γλγ
ab
A
BǫBC
λφanφ
b
pf
np
m,
δAmµ = iǫ¯
AΓµνψ
m
AC
ν ,
δCν = 0,
δHµνρm = 3iǫ¯
AΓ[µνDρ]ψAm − iǫ¯AγaABΓµνρσψBnCσφapfnpm, (4.18)
where ǫA is defined by (4.14). The above law of supersymmetry transformations is essen-
tially the same as that of the N = (2, 0) LP theory [5]. The above (2, 0) supersymmetry
transformations (4.18) can be also obtained by re-casting the (2, 0) supersymmetry trans-
formations of [10], using the gamma matrix decompositions in Section 2.2. In enhancing
the supersymmetry from (1, 0) to (2, 0), the Lie algebra of the gauge group of the theory
can still be arbitrary, unlike the 3D N ≥ 4 superconformal Chern-Simons matter whose
Lie algebras must be restricted to the bosonic parts of certain superalgebras.
In summary, Eqs. (4.10) and (4.18), with manifest USp(4) ∼= SO(5) R-symmetry, are
the ordinary Lie 2-algebra version of the N = (2, 0) theory [5].
5 Relating to 5D SYM
In this section, we will demonstrate that upon dimension reduction, the 6D N = (1, 0)
theory in Section 3 can be reduced to a general 5D N = 1 SYM theory. Following the idea
of Ref. [5], we specify the space-like vector vev of Cµ as follows
〈Cµ〉 = g(0, . . . , 0, 1) = gδµ5 , (5.1)
where the constant g has dimension −1. Later we will see that it should be identified with
g2YM [5], i.e. g = gYM, where gYM is the coupling constant of the 5D SYM theory. Using
(5.1), the equations of motion of gauge fields (the third equation of (3.38)) are decomposed
into
Fαβm = gHαβ5m,
F5βm = gH5β5m = 0, (5.2)
where α, β = 0, 1, . . . , 4. The second equation says that
F5β = ∂5Aβ − ∂βA5 + [A5, Aβ ] = 0 (5.3)
So A5 is a flat connection. We may set A5 = 0 at least locally, leading to
∂5Aβ = 0. (5.4)
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Namely, the gauge connection Aβ is independent of the fifth coordinate x
5. Also, substi-
tuting (5.1) into the last line of (3.38), we find that all other fields are also independent of
the fifth coordinate x5:
0 = ∂5φm = ∂5φ
A
I = ∂5χAm = ∂5ψI = ∂5Hµνρm = ∂5g. (5.5)
For convenience, we define the SO(4, 1) gamma matrices as follows
γα ≡ iΓ5Γ˜α, (α = 0, 1, . . . , 4.) (5.6)
where the Γ-matrices are the 4× 4 matrices defined by (2.17). Using (2.17), one can check
that the set of gamma matrices γα obeys the Clifford algebra
{γα, γβ} = 2ηαβ . (5.7)
Applying (5.1) to the rest equations of (3.38), and taking account of (5.5), it is natural to
identify the 4-component Weyl spinor fields (iΓ5χAm)6D with the spinor fields (χAm)5D.
(We have used “6D” and “5D” to indicate the dimensions of the corresponding spacetimes.)
Specifically,
i(Γ5χAm)6D =
(
0 (Γ˜5)4×4
(Γ5)4×4 0
)(
χAm
0
)
= (χAm)5D.
We have used
Γ012345(χAm)6D = −(χAm)6D and Γ012345 =
(
−14×4 0
0 14×4
)
, (5.8)
where (Γ5)4×4 is the gamma matrix defined in (2.17). Similarly, applying (5.1) and (5.5)
to (3.38), it is possible to identify the 4-component Weyl spinor fields i(Γ5ψI)6D with the
spinor fields (ψI)5D. In summary,
i(Γ5χAm)6D = (χAm)5D,
i(Γ5ψI)6D = (ψI)5D. (5.9)
The above equations are also in accordance with (5.6). Without causing confusion, we will
drop the subscript “5D” of the spinor fields as we formulate the 5D SYM theory in the
following paragraphs.
The 5D spinor fields χAm obey the reality conditions
(χAm)
∗ = ǫABBχBm, (5.10)
where the 4× 4 matrix B is defined as
B = iσ3 ⊗ σ2. (5.11)
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Using (5.1)−(5.10), we are able to reduce the 6D equations (3.38) into the set of 5D
equations of motion:
0 = γαDαψI − igψJτmJIφm + 2igψAmτmJIφAJ ,
0 = γαDαχAm − ig[φ, χA]m − igB−1ψJφAIτmIJ + igψI φ¯JAτmIJ ,
0 = DαDαφm − 1
2
gχ¯AnχApf
np
m +
1
2
gψ¯JψIτm
I
J + 2g
2φnφ¯JAφ
A
I (τ(mτn))
I
J ,
0 = DαDαφ
A
I − gχ¯AmψJτmJI + g2φAKφmφnτnKJτmJI
+g2(φ¯KBφ
A
L + ǫ
ACǫBDφ¯
K
C φ
D
L )φ
B
J τm
L
Kτ
mJ
I ,
0 = gD[αHβγ]5m = D[αFβγ]m,
0 = DαFαβp − i
2
g2χ¯AmγβχAnf
mn
p − i
2
g2ψ¯JγβψIτp
I
J
−g2φmDβφnfmnp − g2(φ¯JADβφAI − φAI Dβφ¯JA)τpIJ . (5.12)
The covariant derivative Dα is defined as Dα = ∂α + Aα; for instance, Dαφp = ∂αφp +
(Aα)mφnf
mn
p. To formulate an action, we set
g = gYM, (5.13)
and re-scale the fields as follows
gφIA → φIA, gψI → φI , gχAm → χAm, gφm → φm, (5.14)
while leave the gauge field Aα unchanged, i.e. Aα → Aα. The action of the 5D SYM theory
with 8 supersymmetries is given by
LYM =
1
g2YM
(
1
4
FmαβF
αβ
m −
i
2
χ¯AmγαDαχAm − i
2
ψ¯IγαDαψI +
1
2
DαφmDαφm +D
αφ¯IADαφ
A
I
+ψ¯JχAmτ
mI
Jφ
A
I + χ¯
A
mψJτ
mJ
I φ¯
J
A −
1
2
χ¯AmχApφnf
np
m − 1
2
ψ¯JψIφmτ
mI
J
−φnφmφ¯JAφAI τmIKτnKJ −
1
2
(φ¯KBφ
A
L + ǫ
ACǫBDφ¯
K
C φ
D
L )φ
B
J φ¯
I
Aτm
L
Kτ
mJ
I
)
(5.15)
All equations of motions in (5.12) can be derived as Euler-Lagrange equations from the
above action, and one can restore the continuous parameter a1 by using (3.37).
Using (5.1)−(5.10), one can reduce the law of supersymmetry transformations (3.39)
into
δφm = −iǫ¯AχAm,
δφAI = −iǫ¯AψI ,
δχAm = γ
αǫADαφm +
i
2
γαβǫAF
αβ
m + iǫB(φ¯
J
Aφ
B
I + ǫACǫ
BDφ¯JDφ
C
I )τm
I
J ,
δψI = −2γαǫADαφAI − 2iǫAτmJIφmφAJ ,
δAmα = ǫ¯
Aγαχ
m
A . (5.16)
The action (5.15) is invariant under the above supersymmetry transformations. If (4.1)
and (4.2) are satisfied, i.e., if the scalar fields φAI and fermion fermionic fields ψI are also
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in the adjoint representation of gauge group, we expect that the N = 1 supersymmetry is
enhanced to N = 2, and theory is promoted to be the maximum supersymmetric Yang-
Mills theory in 5D.
We now consider the possibility that 〈Cµ〉 is a light-like vector. In Ref. [5, 8], it was
argued that if one uses the null reduction
〈Cµ〉 = g(1, 0, . . . , 0, 1), 〈Cµ〉〈Cµ〉 = 0, (5.17)
i.e. 〈Cµ〉 is a light-like vector, the (2, 0) theory can be used to describe a system of
M5-branes. So it is natural to expect that this (1, 0) theory may be also used to describe
multiple M5-branes [12]. It would be interesting to explore this special (1, 0) theory further.
In particular, it would be interesting to introduce an additional abelian 3-form field into
this (1, 0) theory (like Lambert and Sacco did in their work [8]), and see that whether the
theory can be reduced to some 3D superconformal Chern-Simons matter theory or not.
Using the three equation of (3.38), one can solve Hmµνρ in terms of the field strength of
the gauge field:
C2Hmµνρ = 3F
m
[µνCρ] +
1
2
εµνρ
λκτFmλκCτ . (5.18)
Substituting (5.17) into (5.18), we find that the field strength obeys the duality condition:
0 = 3Fm[µνCρ] +
1
2
εµνρ
λκτFmλκCτ , (5.19)
which can be decomposed into
Fmα5 = F
m
α0, (5.20)
Fmαβ = −
1
2
εαβ
γδFmγδ , (α, β, γ, δ = 1, . . . , 4.) (5.21)
where ε1234 = ε
1234 = 1. We see that the field strength Fmαβ is anti-selfdual.
Let 〈Cµ〉 be a time-like vector, namely,
〈Cµ〉 = g(1, 0, . . . , 0). (5.22)
Then the fields are covariantly static, that is
0 = D0φm = D0φm = D0φ
A
I = D0χ
A
m = D0ψI = D0Hµνρm = ∂0g. (5.23)
According to [5], this theory may be a dual gauge theory for static 5-branes in 11 dimen-
sional spacetime.
For more discussions on M5-branes and 6D (1, 0) and (2, 0) theories and 5D SYM
theories, see [13–22].
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A Closure of the (1, 0) Tensor Multiplet Superalgebra
In this section, we verify the closure of the poincare superalgebra of the (1, 0) theory of
Sec. 2.2, using manifest SU(2)-notations. For convenience, we cite the supersymmetry
transformations (2.25) here
δφm = −iǫ¯AχAm,
δχAm = Γ
µǫADµφm +
1
3!
1
2!
ΓµνλǫAH
µνλ
m ,
δAmµ = iǫ¯
AΓµνχ
m
AC
ν ,
δCν = 0,
δHµνρm = 3iǫ¯
AΓ[µνDρ]χAm − iǫ¯AΓµνρσCσχAnφpfnpm, (A.1)
The variation of the scalar fields reads
[δ1, δ2]φm = v
µDµφm, (A.2)
where
vµ ≡ −2iǫ¯A2 Γµǫ1A. (A.3)
It can be seen that the right-hand side of (A.2) is a covariant transformation.
Let us now consider the gauge fields. After some algebraic steps, one obtains
[δ1, δ2]A
m
µ = v
νFmνµ −DµΛm
+vν(Fmµν −HmµνρCρ)
−vµCνDνφm, (A.4)
where
Λm ≡ −vνCνφm. (A.5)
The first term of the first line of (A.4) is the covariant translation, while the second term
is a gauge transformation. The second line and third line must be the equations of motion:
0 = Fmµν −HmµνρCρ, (A.6)
0 = CνDνφ
m. (A.7)
A super-variation on 0 = CνDνφ
m gives
0 = CνDνχ
m
A . (A.8)
By the definition of Λ (see (A.5)), we see that [Λ, φ] = 0. So equation (A.2) can be
recast into the expected form
[δ1, δ2]φm = v
µDµφm + [Λ, φ]m. (A.9)
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We now check the closure on the fermionic fields. A lengthy calculation gives
[δ1, δ2]χAm = v
µDµχAm + [Λ, χA]m
−1
4
vµΓµ(ΓνD
νχAm + ΓνC
ν [φ, χA]m) (A.10)
Clearly, the second line must be the equations of motion for the fermions:
0 = ΓνD
νχAm + ΓνC
ν [φ, χA]m. (A.11)
In computing (A.10), we have used the Fierz identity (3.20). As observed in [5], the
equations of motion of the fermions (A.11) can be also derived by requiring δHµνρm to
obey the self-dual conditions
δHµνρm =
1
3!
εµνρσλτ δH
σλτ . (A.12)
As for the auxiliary field Cµ, we have [δ1, δ2]C
µ = 0. On the other hand, we expect
[δ1, δ2]C
µ = vνDνC
µ + [Λ, Cµ] (A.13)
However, since Cµ is not “charged” by the gauge group, we must have [Λ, Cµ] = 0, leading
to
DνC
µ = ∂νC
µ = 0, (A.14)
i.e. Cµ is a constant field.
Finally, we compute the super-variations of the tensor fields:
[δ1, δ2]Hµνρm
= vσDσHµνρm + [Λ,Hµνρ]m
+3(v[µ[Fνρ], φ]m − v[µ[Hνρ]λCλ, φ]m) (A.15)
+4vσ
(
D[µHνρσ]m +
i
8
εµνρλστ (χ¯
A
nΓ
τχAp)C
λfnpm +
1
4
εµνρλστφnC
λDτφpf
np
m
)
.
The second line vanishes by equation (A.6); the third line turns out to be the equations of
motions for the tensor fields:
0 = D[µHνρσ]m +
i
8
εµνρλστ (χ¯
A
nΓ
τχAp)C
λfnpm +
1
4
εµνρλστφnC
λDτφpf
np
m. (A.16)
Combining the Bianchi identity D[µF
m
νρ] = 0 and the equations of motion F
m
νρ =
HmνρλC
λ (see (A.6)), we learn that D[µH
m
νρ]λC
λ = 0, which is equivalent to
4
3
CλD[µH
m
νρλ] +
1
3
CλDλH
m
µνρ = 0. (A.17)
However, the first term vanishes by the equations of motion (A.16). We therefore have the
constraint equation:
CλDλH
m
µνρ = 0. (A.18)
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The above equation implies that
CλDλF
m
µν = 0, (A.19)
which can be also derived by using the Bianchi identity D[µF
m
νρ] = 0 and the equations of
motion Fmνρ = H
m
νρλC
λ (see (A.6)).
Taking a super-variation on the equations of motion for the fermions
δ(ΓµDµχ
A
m − ΓµCµ[χA, φ]m) = 0, (A.20)
one obtains the equations of motion (A.6) and (A.16), and the equations of motion for the
scalar fields:
0 = D2φm − i
2
(χ¯AnΓµχAp)C
µfnpm. (A.21)
In summary, the equations of motion (A.6), (A.11), (A.16), and (A.21) are in agreement
with (2.11); And the constraint equations (A.7), (A.8), (A.14), (A.18), and (A.19) are
exactly the same as the last line of (2.11).
B Super-variations of the Equations of Motion of the (1, 0) Theory
In this section, we will check that the set of equations of motion (3.38) in section 3 are
closed under supersymmetry transformations (3.39).
First of all, we have already learned that the super-variation
0 = δ(CσDσφ
m) (B.1)
gives
0 = CσDσχ
m
A . (B.2)
(See also (A.7) and (A.8).) Taking a super-variation on the above equation,
0 = δ(CρDρχ
m
A ), (B.3)
one obtains
0 = ΓµǫA[[C
ρFρµ, φ]m +Dµ(C
ρDρφm)]
+
1
12
ΓµνλǫAC
ρDρH
µνλ
m
+ΓλǫBC
λ[CρDρ(φ¯
J
Aφ
B
I + φ¯
BJφAI)]τ
I
mJ . (B.4)
By Fρµ = HρµνC
ν (see the third equation of (3.38)), the first term of the first line vanishes;
The rest terms are the following constraint equations
0 = CρDρφm = C
ρDρH
µνλ
m = C
ρDρφ¯
J
A = C
ρDρφ
B
I . (B.5)
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As for the self-dual field strength, we have
0 = δ(CλDλHµνρm)
= Cλ[iǫ¯AΓλσχAC
σ,Hµνρ]m
+CλDλ(3iǫ¯
AΓ[µνDρ]χAm − iǫ¯AΓµνρσCσχAnφpfnpm
−iǫ¯AΓµνρσψICσφ¯JAτmIJ + iψ¯IΓµνρσǫAφAJ τmJI) (B.6)
Since ΓλσC
λCσ = 0, the first line of (B.6) vanishes; Using 0 = CλDλχAm = C
λFλρ, the
first term of the second line vanishes; Using 0 = CλDλχAm = C
λDλφp, the second term of
the second line vanishes; The terms of the third line are the constraint equations:
0 = CλDλφ¯
J
A = C
λDλφ
A
J = C
λDλψI = C
λDλψ¯
I (B.7)
We now calculate the super-variation of the constraint equation for the scalar fields
φAI :
0 = δ(CλDλφ
A
I )
= Cλ(iǫ¯AΓλνχ
m
AC
ν)(−τm)J IφAJ
+CλDλ(iǫ¯
AψI) (B.8)
Since ΓλνC
λCν = 0, the first line of (B.8) vanishes; The second line is nothing but 0 =
CλDλψI . By the reality condition φ¯
I
A = (φ
A
I )
∗, the equation 0 = δ(CλDλφ¯
I
A) must be also
satisfied.
We now turn to the constraint equation for fermionic fields ψI ,
0 = δ(CλDλψI)
= Cλ(iǫ¯AΓλνχ
m
AC
ν)(−τm)J IψJ
+CλDλ(−2ǫAΓµDµφAI − 2ΓρǫACρτmJIφmφAJ ) (B.9)
The first line of (B.9) vanishes due to that ΓλνC
λCν = 0; By 0 = CλDλφ
A
I = C
λFλµ =
CλDλφm, we see that the second line of (B.9) also vanishes. Because of the reality condition
ψI = (ψI)
∗, the equation 0 = δ(CλDλψ
I) must also hold.
Let us consider the super-variation of the equations of motion for the fermionic fields
χAm:
0 = δ(ΓµDµχAm + Γ
µCµ[φ, χA]m + Γ
µCµB
−1ψJφAIτm
I
J − ΓµCµψJ φ¯IAτmJI) (B.10)
A straightforward calculation gives
0 = ǫA
(
D2φm − i
2
Cν(χ¯Bn ΓνχBp)f
np
m +
i
2
Cν(ψ¯JΓνψI)τm
I
J + 2C
2φ¯JAφ
A
I φ
n(τ(mτn))
I
J
)
+
1
6
ΓµνρσǫA
[
D[µHνρσ]m −
i
8
εµνρσλτC
λ
(
(χ¯AnΓ
τχAp)f
np
m + (ψ¯
JΓτψI)τm
I
J
)
−1
4
εµνρσλτC
λ
(
φnD
τφpf
np
m + φ¯
J
BD
τφBI τm
I
J − φBJDτ φ¯IBτJmI
)]
+
1
2
ΓµνǫA[Fµν −HµνρCρ, φ]m. (B.11)
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It can be seen that the second and third lines are the equations of motion for the tensor
fields, while the last line is the equations of motion for the gauge fields. So the first line
must be the equations of motion for the scalar fields φm. In deriving (B.11), we have used
the constraint equations 0 = CµDµφm = C
µDµφ¯
I
A = C
µDµφAI .
We now study the supersymmetry transformation of the equations of motion for the
fermionic fields ψI :
0 = δ(ΓµDµψI + Γ
µCµτ
mJ
IφmψJ − 2ΓµCµψAmτmJIφAJ ) (B.12)
The result is
0 = ΓµνǫA(F
m
µν −HmµνρCρ)φAJ τmJI
−2ǫA[D2φAI − iCν(χ¯AmΓνψJ)τmJI + C2φAKφmφnτmKJτnJI
+C2(φ¯KBφ
A
L + φ¯
AKφBL)φ
B
J τm
L
Kτ
mJ
I ], (B.13)
The first line is the equations of motion for the gauge fields. So the second and third lines
must be the equations of motion for scalar fields φAI . In deriving (B.13), we have also used
0 = CµDµφm = C
µDµφ¯
I
A = C
µDµφAI .
The super-variation of the equations of motion for the gauge fields is given by
0 = δ(Fmµν −HmµνρCρ), (B.14)
which is equivalent to
0 = −iǫ¯AΓµν(CρDρχmA ), (B.15)
i.e. the constraint equations for the fermionic fields χmA .
Under supersymmetry transformations (3.39), the 6th equation of (3.38) becomes
0 = δ
[
D[µHνρσ]m −
i
8
εµνρσλτC
λ
(
(χ¯AnΓ
τχAp)f
np
m + (ψ¯
JΓτψI)τm
I
J
)
−1
4
εµνρσλτC
λ
(
φnD
τφpf
np
m + φ¯
J
BD
τφBI τm
I
J − φBJ Dτ φ¯IBτJmI
)]
(B.16)
The above equation is complicated, hence it is not easy to verify it directly. Our strat-
egy is to take care of a simpler version of (B.16) first: Without coupling to the matter
fields, the equations of motion of Hµνρ are given by fourth equation of (2.26). Under the
supersymmetry transformations (2.25), the fourth equation of (2.26) should obey7
0 = δ¯
(
D[µHνρσ]p +
i
8
εµνρλστ (χ¯
A
mΓ
τχAn)C
λfmnp +
1
4
εµνρλστφmD
τφnC
λfmnp
)
(B.17)
7To distinguish the supersymmetry transformations (2.25) and (3.39), in this appendix, we replace the
super-variation “δ” in (2.25) by “δ¯”, while the super-variation in (3.39) is still denoted as “δ”.
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After verifying the above equation, it will be much easier to verify (B.16), since the proof
of the above equation can be used to verify (B.16). Under (2.25), Eq. (B.17) reads
0 = D[µδ¯Hνρσ]m + [δ¯A[µ,Hνρσ]]m
−1
4
εµνρσλτC
τ ([Dλδ¯φ, φ]m + [[δ¯A
λ, φ], φ]m + [D
λφ, δ¯φ]m)
− i
4
εµνρσλτC
λ(χ¯AnΓ
τ δ¯χAp)f
np
m
=
3i
2
ǫ¯AΓ[νρ[Fµσ], χA]m + iǫ¯
AΓλ[νρσ[Dµ]χA, φ]mC
λ − iǫ¯AΓλ[νρσ[Dµ]φ, χA]mCλ
−iǫ¯AΓλ[µHνρσ]pχAnCλfnpm
+
i
4
εµνρσλτC
τ
(
[ǫ¯ADλχA, φ]m − Cκ[[ǫ¯AΓλκχA, φ], φ]m + [Dλφ, ǫ¯AχA]m
)
(B.18)
− i
4
εµνρσλτC
λ
(
(χ¯AnΓ
τκǫA)Dκφp + (χ¯
A
n ǫA)D
τφp +
1
12
(χ¯AnΓ
τΓκξδǫA)Hκξδ
)
fnpm
Note that the third term of the third line of (B.18) cancels the second term of the fourth
line; We group the rest terms of (B.18) as follows
0 =
(
3i
2
ǫ¯AΓ[νρ[Fµσ], χA]m − iǫ¯AΓλ[µHνρσ]pχAnCλfnpm −
i
48
εµνρσλτC
λ(χ¯AnΓ
τΓκξδǫA)Hκξδf
np
m
)
+
[
iǫ¯AΓλ[νρσ[Dµ]χA, φ]mC
λ +
i
4
εµνρσλτC
τ
(
[ǫ¯ADλχA, φ]m − Cκ[[ǫ¯AΓλκχA, φ], φ]m
)]
−
(
iǫ¯AΓλ[νρσ[Dµ]φ, χA]mC
λ +
i
4
εµνρσλτC
λ(χ¯AnΓ
τκǫA)Dκφp
)
(B.19)
Using the self-dual conditions (2.8), the last term of the first line of (B.19) can be
rewritten as
−3i
2
ǫ¯AΓ[νρ[Fµσ], χA]m + iǫ¯
ACλΓλ[µHνρσ]pχAnf
np
m. (B.20)
The above two terms cancel the first term of the first line of (B.19), so the first line of
(B.19) vanishes.
Using CλDλχAm = 0, the first term of the second line of (B.19) can be written as
5i
4
ǫ¯AΓ[λνρσ[Dµ]χA, φ]mC
λ. (B.21)
So the second line of (B.19) becomes[
5i
4
ǫ¯AΓ[λνρσ[Dµ]χA, φ]mC
λ +
i
4
εµνρσλτC
τ
(
[ǫ¯ADλχA, φ]m − Cκ[[ǫ¯AΓλκχA, φ], φ]m
)]
.
(B.22)
The above expression is zero by the equations of motion for the fermions χAm (see the
third equation of (2.26)). To see this, we multiply the third equation of (2.26) by Γν ,
0 = Γν(ΓµDµχAm − ΓµCµχAnφpfnpm), (B.23)
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which is
0 = ΓνµDµχAm +D
νχAm + Γ
νµCµ[φ, χA]m + C
ν [φ, χA]m; (B.24)
Relabeling the indices (ν → λ and µ→ κ), and multiplying both sides by i4εµνρσλτCτ , Eq.
(B.24) becomes
0 =
5i
4
Γ[λνρσDµ]χAmC
λ +
i
4
εµνρσλτC
τ
(
DλχAm − Cκ[ΓλκχA, φ]m
)
. (B.25)
Multiplying (B.25) by ǫ¯A, and then taking commutator with φ, the right hand side turns
out to be exactly the same as (B.22), so (B.22) must vanish.
Using CλDλφp = 0, one can show that the last line of (B.19) also vanishes. This
finishes the proof of (B.17).
We are ready to verify (B.16). We begin by proving three important equations which
are useful in verifying (B.16). In exactly the same way for deriving (B.25), we multiply the
fifth equation of (3.38) by i4εµνρσλτC
τΓν ; The result is
0 =
5i
4
Γ[λνρσDµ]χAmC
λ +
i
4
εµνρσλτC
τ
(
DλχAm − Cκ[ΓλκχA, φ]m
)
+
i
4
εµνρσλτC
τCηΓ
λη(B−1ψJ†φAI − ψI φ¯JA)τ ImJ . (B.26)
As a check, if we set ψI = 0, then (B.26) is reduced to (B.25). Multiplying (B.26) by ǫ¯
A,
and then taking commutator with φ, we obtain
0 =
5i
4
ǫ¯AΓ[λνρσ[Dµ]χA, φ]mC
λ +
i
4
εµνρσλτC
τ
(
[ǫ¯ADλχA, φ]m − Cκ[[ǫ¯AΓλκχA, φ], φ]m
)
+
i
4
εµνρσλτC
τCη ǫ¯
AΓλη(B−1ψJ†φAI − ψI φ¯JA)φpfnpmτ InJ . (B.27)
Notice that the first line of (B.27) is exactly the same as (B.22). This is expected, since
now the tensor multiplets are coupling with the hypermultiplets.
Similarly, multiplying the EOM of ψI or the fourth equation of (3.38)
0 = ΓηDηψI + Γ
ηCητ
nK
IφnψK − 2ΓηCηχAnτnKIφAK , (B.28)
by (Cτ φ¯JAτ
I
mJ)
i
4εµνρσλτ ǫ¯
AΓλ, we are able to derive
0 =
i
4
εµνρσλτ
(
(ǫ¯AΓλΓηDηψI)C
τ φ¯JAτ
I
mJ − (ǫ¯AΓτηψJ)CλCηφnφ¯KA τJn Iτ ImK (B.29)
−(ǫ¯AΓληχnA)CτCηφBJ φ¯KB τJn Iτ ImK + (χ¯BnΓτηǫA)CλCη(φBJ φ¯AK + φAJ φ¯KB )τJn Iτ ImK
)
The conjugate equation of (B.29) is
0 =
i
4
εµνρσλτ
(
(DηψIΓ
ηΓλǫA)C
τ φ¯AJ τ
J
mI − (ψ¯JΓτηǫA)CλCηφnφAKτ InJτKm I (B.30)
+(ǫ¯AΓληχnA)C
τCηφ¯
J
Bφ
B
Kτ
I
nJτ
K
m I + (χ¯
BnΓτηǫA)C
λCη(φBK φ¯
AJ + φAK φ¯
J
B)τ
I
nJτ
K
m I
)
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We now try to calculate (B.16). Taking account of the relation of (3.39) and (2.25),
we find that under supersymmetry transformations (3.39), (B.16) becomes
0 = D[µδ¯Hνρσ]m + [δ¯A[µ,Hνρσ]]m
−1
4
εµνρσλτC
τ ([Dλδ¯φ, φ]m + [[δ¯A
λ, φ], φ]m + [D
λφ, δ¯φ]m)
− i
4
εµνρσλτC
λ(χ¯AnΓ
τ δ¯χAp)f
np
m
−iǫ¯AD[µ(Γνρσ]λCλψIτ ImJ φ¯JA)
+iD[µ(ψ¯
IΓνρσ]λC
λǫA(τm)
J
Iφ
A
J )
+
1
4
εµνρσλτC
τ
(
δφ¯JBD
λφBI + φ¯
J
BδA
λ
n(−τnKI)φBK + φ¯JBDλδφBI
−δφBI Dλφ¯JB − φBI δAnλ(τn)JK φ¯KB − φBI Dλδφ¯JB
)
(τm)
I
J
− i
8
εµνρσλτC
λ(δ′χ¯An )Γ
τχApf
np
m
− i
8
εµνρσλτC
λχ¯AnΓ
τ (δ′χAp)f
np
m
− i
8
εµνρσλτC
λ(δψ¯J )ΓτψIτ
I
mJ
− i
8
εµνρσλτC
λψ¯JΓτ (δψI )τ
I
mJ , (B.31)
where “δ¯” and “δ” refer to the super-variations in (2.25) and (3.39), respectively, and
δ′χAp ≡ ΓηǫBCη(φ¯KAφBL + φ¯BKφAL)τLp K . (B.32)
Notice that the first three lines of (B.25) are nothing but (B.18). Using the results for
proving (B.18) and (B.19), and using Eq. (B.27), the first three lines of (B.31) turn out to
be
i
4
εµνρσλτC
τCη ǫ¯
AΓλη(B−1ψJ†φAI − ψI φ¯JA)φpfnpmτ InJ (B.33)
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Plugging (B.33) into (B.31), and using (3.39) and (B.32), we obtain
0 =
i
4
εµνρσλτC
τCη ǫ¯
AΓλη(B−1ψJ†φAI − ψI φ¯JA)φpfnpmτ InJ
+
i
4
εµνρσλτ (ǫ¯
AΓληDηψI)C
τ φ¯JAτ
I
mJ
+
i
4
εµνρσλτ (DηψIΓ
ληǫA)C
τ φ¯AJ τ
J
mI
− i
4
εµνρσλτ (ǫ¯
AΓληχnA)C
τCηφ
B
J φ¯
K
B (τ
J
n Iτ
I
mK + τ
J
mIτ
I
nK)
+
i
4
εµνρσλτ (ǫ¯
ADλψI)C
τ φ¯JAτ
I
mJ
− i
4
εµνρσλτ (DλψIǫA)C
τφAJ τ
J
mI
− i
4
εµνρσλτ (χ¯
A
nΓ
τηǫB)C
λCη(φ¯
K
Aφ
B
L + φ¯
BKφAL)τ
L
p Kf
np
m
− i
4
εµνρσλτ (ǫ¯
AΓτηψJ)C
λCηφ
nφ¯KA τ
J
mIτ
I
nK
+
i
4
εµνρσλτ (ψ¯
JΓτηǫA)C
λCηφ
nφAKτ
K
n Iτ
I
mJ (B.34)
Substituting (B.29) and (B.30) into (B.34), one obtains
0 =
i
4
εµνρσλτC
τCη ǫ¯
AΓλη(B−1ψJ†φAI − ψI φ¯JA)φpfnpmτ InJ
− i
4
εµνρσλτ (ǫ¯
AΓτηψJ)C
λCηφ
nφ¯KA (τ
J
mIτ
I
nK − τJn Iτ ImK)
− i
4
εµνρσλτ (ψ¯
JΓτηǫA)C
λCηφ
nφ¯AK(τ
K
n Iτ
I
mJ − τKm Iτ InJ) (B.35)
In the first line, one can use the reality condition (2.24) to write ǫ¯AΓληB−1ψJ†φAI as
−ψ¯JΓληǫAφAI ; Then, using the commutator τJmIτ InK − τJn Iτ ImK = fmnpτJp K , it is easy to
prove that the right hand side of (B.35) vanishes. This finishes the proof of (B.16).
We now consider the super-variation on the second equation of (3.38):
0 = δ
(
D2φm − i
2
Cν(χ¯Bn ΓνχBp)f
np
m +
i
2
Cν(ψ¯JΓνψI)τm
I
J + 2C
2φ¯JAφ
A
I φ
n(τ(mτn))
I
J
)
.
(B.36)
We shall use the same trick for verifying (B.16): Without coupling to the matter fields ψI
and φAI , Eq. (B.36) is reduced to
0 = δ¯
(
D2φm − i
2
Cν(χ¯Bn ΓνχBp)f
np
m
)
= [δ¯Aµ,D
µφ]m +Dµ([δ¯A
µ, φ]m) +D
2(δ¯φm)− iCµδ¯χAnΓµχApfnpm
= 2iǫ¯AΓµνC
ν[χA,D
µφ]m + iǫ¯
AΓµνC
ν [DµχA, φ]m − iǫ¯AD2χAm
−iCµ(ǫA†Γν†Γ0Dνφn + 1
12
ǫA†Γ†νρσΓ
0Hνρσn )Γ
µχApf
np
m (B.37)
In the second line of the above equation, “δ¯” refers to the supersymmetry transformation
(2.25). Using the constraint equations CνDνφn = 0 and Fµν = HµνρC
ρ (see (2.26)), one
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can simplify (B.37) to give
iǫ¯AΓµν [χA,D
µφ]mC
ν + iǫ¯AΓµν [D
µχA, φ]mC
ν − iǫ¯AD2χAm − i
2
ǫ¯AΓµν [Fµν , χA]m (B.38)
To prove that (B.38) vanishes, let us look at the EOM of χAm (see (2.26)),
0 = ΓνDνχAm + Γ
νCν [φ, χA]m. (B.39)
Multiplying the above equation by ΓµDµ, a short calculation gives
0 = D2χAm +
1
2
Γµν [Fµν , χA]m − Γµν [χA,Dµφ]mCν − Γµν [DµχA, φ]mCν . (B.40)
Multiplying the above equation by −iǫ¯A, the right-hand side turns out to be exactly the
same as (B.38), so (B.38) must vanish. This finishes the proof of (B.37).
After coupling with the scalar multiplets, Eq. (B.39) becomes (see also the fifth equa-
tion of (3.38)):
0 = ΓµDµχAm + Γ
µCµ[φ, χA]m + Γ
µCµB
−1ψJφAIτm
I
J − ΓµCµψJ φ¯IAτmJI , (B.41)
In exactly the same way for deriving (B.40), we can show that
0 = D2χAm +
1
2
Γµν [Fµν , χA]m − Γµν [χA,Dµφ]mCν − Γµν [DµχA, φ]mCν
+ΓµνCν [(B
−1Dµψ
J†)φAI +B
−1ψJ†DµφAI −DµψI φ¯JA − ψIDµφ¯JA]τ ImJ . (B.42)
We now begin to calculate (B.36); It can be written as
0 = [δAµ,D
µφ]m +Dµ([δA
µ, φ]m) +D
2(δφm)− iCµδχAnΓµχApfnpm
+
i
2
Cν[(ψ¯JΓνδψI) + (δψJΓνψI)]τm
I
J
+2C2[(δφ¯JA)φ
A
I φ
n + φ¯JA(δφ
A
I )φ
n + φ¯JAφ
A
I (δφ
n)](τ(mτn))
I
J (B.43)
Using the relation between the supersymmetry transformations (2.25) and (3.39), we can
write (B.43) as
0 = [δ¯Aµ,D
µφ]m +Dµ([δ¯A
µ, φ]m) +D
2(δ¯φm)
−iCµδ¯χAnΓµχApfnpm − iCµδ′χAnΓµχApfnpm
+
i
2
Cν [(ψ¯JΓνδψI) + (δψJΓνψI)]τm
I
J
+2C2[(δφ¯JA)φ
A
I φ
n + φ¯JA(δφ
A
I )φ
n + φ¯JAφ
A
I (δφ
n)](τ(mτn))
I
J , (B.44)
where “δ¯” and “δ” refer to the super-variations in (2.25) and (3.39), respectively, and in
the second line
δ′χAn = ΓλǫBC
λ(φ¯JAφ
B
I + φ¯
BJφAI)τn
I
J . (B.45)
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Using the results for proving (B.37), and using Eq. (B.42), (B.44) can be converted into
0 = iǫ¯AΓµνCν [(B
−1Dµψ
J†)φAI +B
−1ψJ†DµφAI − (DµψI)φ¯JA − ψIDµφ¯JA]τ ImJ
−iCµχ¯AnΓµΓλǫBCλ(φ¯JAφBI + φ¯BJφAI)τpIJfnpm
+
i
2
Cµ[ψ¯
JΓµ(−2ΓνǫADνφAI − 2ΓλǫACλτmJIφmφAJ )]τmIJ
+
i
2
Cµ[(−2ΓνǫADνφAI − 2ΓλǫACλτmJIφmφAJ )†Γ0ΓµψI ]τmIJ
+2C2[(iψ¯J ǫA)φ
A
I φ
n + φ¯JA(iǫ¯
AψI)φ
n + φ¯JAφ
A
I (−iǫ¯BχnB)](τ(mτn))IJ (B.46)
To prove above equation, we consider the following EOM (see the fourth equation of (3.38)):
0 = ΓµDµψI + Γ
µCµτ
mJ
IφmψJ − 2ΓµCµχAmτmJIφAJ (B.47)
Multiplying the above equation by CνΓ
ν , and using CµDµψI = 0 (see the last line of
(3.38)), we obtain
0 = −CνΓµνDµψI + C2τmJIφmψJ − 2C2χAmτmJIφAJ (B.48)
Substituting (B.48) into the first line of (B.46), a straightforward calculation shows that
the right-hand side of (B.46) vanishes. This finishes the calculation of (B.36).
We now try to calculate the super-variation of the first equation of (3.38):
0 = δ[D2φAI − iCν(χ¯AmΓνψJ)τmJI + C2φAKφmφnτmKJτnJI
+C2(φ¯KBφ
A
L + φ¯
AKφBL)φ
B
J τm
L
Kτ
mJ
I ]
= δAnµ(−τJn I)DµφAJ +Dµ[δAnµ(−τJn I)φAJ ] +D2(δφAI )
−iCν [(δχAmΓνψJ) + (χ¯AmΓνδψJ )]τmJI
+C2[(δφAK)φmφn + 2φ
A
K(δφ(m)φn)]τ
mK
Jτ
nJ
I
+C2(φ¯KBφ
A
L + φ¯
AKφBL)(δφ
B
J )τm
L
Kτ
mJ
I
+C2[(δφ¯KB )φ
A
L + φ¯
K
B (δφ
A
L ) + (δφ¯
AK)φBL + φ¯
AK(δφBL)]φ
B
J τm
L
Kτ
mJ
I (B.49)
Substituting the supersymmetry transformations (3.39) into (B.49), and after some work,
(B.49) reads
−i(ǫ¯BΓµνDµχnB)CνφAJ τJmI
+iǫ¯AD2ψI
+i(ǫ¯AΓµνψJ)CνDµφ
mτJmI
− i
2
(ǫ¯AΓµνψJ)F
m
µντ
J
mI
−2i(ǫ¯Bχ(nB )φm)C2φAKτKn JτJmI + 2i(χ¯AmǫB)C2φnφBK(τnτm)KI
+i(ǫ¯AψK)C
2φnφmτKn Jτ
J
mI
+iC2[(ψ¯KǫB)φ
A
Lφ
B
J + (ǫ¯
AψL)φ¯
K
Bφ
B
J + (ψ¯
KǫA)φBLφ
B
J + (ǫ¯BψL)φ¯
AKφBJ ]τ
L
mKτ
mJ
I
−2i(ǫ¯BΓµνχnB)CνDµφAJ τJn I + 2i(χ¯AmΓµνǫB)CµDνφBJ τJmI (B.50)
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The first line of (B.50) is related to the EOM of χnB . Multiplying the EOM of χ
n
B (see
the fifth equation of (3.38)) by (φAJ τ
J
n IC
ν)iǫ¯BΓν , we have
0 = (φAJ τ
J
n IC
ν)iǫ¯BΓν
(
ΓµD
µχnB + ΓµC
µ[φ, χB ]
n
+ΓµC
µB−1ψKφBLτm
L
K − ΓµCµψLφ¯KB τmLK
)
(B.51)
Using the reality condition (2.24), we obtain (ǫ¯BB−1ψK†)φBL = (ψ¯
KǫB)φ
B
L ; On the other
hand, we have CµD
µχnB = 0 (see the last line of (3.38)). Using these two equation, one
can convert equation (B.51) into the form
−(iǫ¯BΓµνDµχnB)CνφAJ τJn I (B.52)
= −iǫ¯BχBmC2φpφAJ fpmnτnJI − [i(ψ¯KǫB)φBLφAJ − i(ǫ¯BψL)φ¯KBφAJ ]C2τLn KτnJI
The second line of (B.50) can be taken care of by using the EOM of ψI . Multiplying
the EOM of ψI (see the fourth equation of (3.38)) by iǫ¯
AΓνDν ,
0 = iǫ¯AΓνDν
(
ΓµDµψI + Γ
µCµτ
mJ
IφmψJ − 2ΓµCµχBmτmJIφBJ
)
. (B.53)
Simplifying the above equation gives
iǫ¯AD2ψI =
(
i
2
ǫ¯AΓµνψJF
m
µν − iǫ¯AΓµνψJCνDµφm + i(ǫ¯AΓµνDνψJ )Cµφm
−2i(ǫ¯AΓµνDνχmB )CµφBJ − 2iǫ¯AΓµνχmBCµDνφBJ
)
τJmI . (B.54)
One can also take care of the third term of the right-hand side of (B.54) using the EOM
of ψI . Multiplying the EOM of ψI (see the fourth equation of (3.38)) by iǫ¯
AΓµCµ,
0 = iǫ¯AΓνCν
(
ΓµDµψI + Γ
µCµτ
mJ
IφmψJ − 2ΓµCµχBmτmJIφBJ
)
, (B.55)
which can be written as
i(ǫ¯AΓµνDνψJ)Cµφ
mτJmI =
(
2iǫ¯AχnBC
2φBKφ
m − iǫ¯AψKC2φnφm
)
(τnτm)
K
I . (B.56)
We have used CµD
µψI = 0 (see the last line of (3.38)).
Substituting (B.52) and (B.54) into (B.50), and using (B.56), a straightforward com-
putation shows that (B.50) does vanishes. This complete the calculation of (B.49).
In summary, the super-variation of every EOM vanishes. In other words, Eq. (3.40) is
obeyed.
C Supercurrents
C.1 Supercurrent of N = (1, 0) Theory
The supercurrent of the N = (1, 0) theory of Section 3.2 can be defined as follows,
ǫ¯AjµA = −icχ¯AmΓµδχmA +
ic
2
δψIΓµψI − ic
2
ψ¯IΓµδψI , (C.1)
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where A = 1, 2 is an SU(2) R-symmetry index, and c is an overall constant. (In the current
of the LP theory [18], c = −i.) A short calculation gives
jµA = −ic[ΓνΓµχAmDνφm − 1
2
ΓνρχAmHµ
νρm − ΓνΓµχBmCν(φ¯JAφBI + φ¯BJφAI)τmIJ ]
+ic[ΓνΓµψI(D
ν φ¯IA − Cνφmφ¯JAτmIJ)]
+ic[ΓνΓµB
−1ψIǫAB(D
νφBI + C
νφmφ
B
J τ
mJ
I)]. (C.2)
It is straightforward to verify that the current is conserved, using equations of motion and
Fierz identities.
By adding three total derivative terms, one can define the following modified current
j˜µA = jµA + α1Γµν∂
ν(χAmφ
m) + α2Γµν∂
ν(B−1ψIφAI) + α3Γµν∂
ν(ψI φ¯
I
A). (C.3)
Here α1, α2, and α3 are constants. The physics remains the same, since ∂
µj˜µA = ∂
µjµA = 0
and the total derivative terms do not contribute to the supercharges. If j˜µA were “Γ-
traceless”, i.e., Γµj˜
µ
A = 0, it would be possible to define the conserved superconformal
current [23]
sµA = Γ · xj˜µA; (C.4)
In fact, one can easily verify that
∂µs
µ
A = Γµj˜
µ
A + Γ · x∂µj˜µA = 0. (C.5)
A short calculation gives the “Γ-trace” of j˜µA,
Γµj˜
µ
A = (4ic + 5α1)ΓνχAmD
νφm − (4ic− 5α2)ΓνB−1ψIDνφAI − (4ic − 5α3)ΓνψIDν φ¯IA
−(4ic − 10α3)ΓνχBmCνφ¯JAφBI τmIJ − (4ic− 10α2)ΓνχBmCν φ¯BJφAIτmIJ
−(4ic − 5α2 + 5α1)ΓνB−1ψICνφmφAJτmJI
+(4ic − 5α3 + 5α1)ΓνψICνφmφ¯JAτmIJ . (C.6)
If we set hypermultiplet fields
ψI = φ
I
A = 0 (C.7)
by setting a1 = 0 in (3.37), the right-hand side of (C.6) vanishes, i.e., Γµj˜
µ
A = 0, and it
is possible to construct a superconformal current sµA, defined by (C.4); as a result, the
minimal (1, 0) tensor multiplet theory of Section 2 may have a superconformal symmetry.
However, if a1 6= 0 in (3.37), the right-hand side of (C.6) fails to vanish without
imposing additional constraints on the fields, though one can make either the first line or
the last three lines to vanish by choosing the values of α1, α2, and α3 properly. If we set
α1 = −α2 = −α3 = −2ic/5, (C.8)
the last three lines of (C.6) vanish, but the first line remains:
Γµj˜
µ
A = 2icΓνχAmD
νφm − 2icΓνB−1ψIDνφAI − 2icΓνψIDν φ¯IA. (C.9)
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If we set
0 = 4ic + 5α1 = 4ic− 5α2 = 4ic− 5α3, (C.10)
the first line of (C.6) vanishes, and the remaining part is
Γµj˜
µ
A = 4icΓνχBmC
ν φ¯JAφ
B
I τ
mI
J + 4icΓνχBmC
ν φ¯BJφAIτ
mI
J
+4icΓνB
−1ψICνφmφAJτ
mJ
I − 4icΓνψICνφmφ¯JAτmIJ . (C.11)
In either case, one cannot construct the conserved superconformal current sµA, meaning
that the general N = (1, 0) theory does not have a superconformal symmetry. However, if
we impose the additional constraint Γµj˜
µ
A = 0 or at least Γµj˜
µ
A|phy〉 = 0, with |phy〉 the
physical states, it is possible to construct a conserved superconformal sµA, and the (1, 0)
theory may admit a superconformal symmetry. (See also (C.19) and the discussion below
(C.19).)
C.2 Supercurrent of N = (2, 0) LP Theory
If the hypermultiplet is also in the adjoint representation of the gauge group (see Section
4), the supercurrent (C.1) becomes
ǫ¯AjµA = −icψ¯AmΓµδψmA , (C.12)
where A = 1, . . . , 4 is a USp(4) = SO(5) R-symmetry index, and ψmA is defined by (4.5),
and δψmA is defined by the second equation of (4.18). (The definitions of all fields of the
(2, 0) theory can be found in Section 4.) We see that supercurrent is indeed enhanced from
N = (1, 0) to (2, 0). The expression of the (2, 0) supercurrent is
jµA = −ic
(
ΓνΓµγaA
BψmBDνφ
a
m −
1
2
Γνρψ
m
AH
µνρ
m −
1
2
ΓνΓµγabA
BψmBCνφ
a
nφ
b
pf
np
m
)
(C.13)
Using the 32-component spinor formalism (see Section 2), it can be written as
jµ = ic
(
ΓaΓνΓµψmDνφ
a
m +
1
2!3!
ΓνρλΓ
µψmHνρλm +
1
2
ΓνΓµΓabψmCνφ
a
nφ
b
pf
np
m
)
. (C.14)
Here µ = 0, 1, . . . , 5 and a = 6, . . . , 10, and Γ10 = Γ0123456789.
The three-algebra counterpart of (C.14) was constructed in [18]; Its expression is
jµ3alg = Γ
aΓνΓµψmDνφ
a
m +
1
2!3!
ΓνρλΓ
µψmHνρλm −
1
2
ΓνΓ
µΓabψmCνoφ
a
nφ
b
pf
onp
m, (C.15)
where f onpm, being totally antisymmetric in four indices, are the structure constants of
three-algebra8. If we set c = −i in (C.14), and make the replacement
Cνo f
onp
m → −Cνfnpm (C.16)
in (C.15), we see that (C.15) is exactly the same as (C.14).
8For convenience, we have converted the convention of [18] into our convention.
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We now try to calculate the “Γ-trace” of the modified current
j˜µ3alg = j
µ
3alg + αΓ
µν∂ν(φ
a
mΓ
aψm), (C.17)
where α is a constant. A short computation gives
Γµj˜
µ
3alg = (−4 + 5α)ΓνΓaψmDνφam + (2− 5α)ΓνΓabψmCνoφanφbpf onpm (C.18)
Again, no matter how we choose the value of α, the right-hand cannot vanish. So the
general N = (2, 0) LP theory does not have a superconformal symmetry.
We now consider the possibility of constructing a superconformal current sµ3alg by
imposing an additional constraint on the fields. In (C.18), if we set α = 4/5, and assume
that the 3-bracket
ψm[Cν, φa, φb]m = ψ
mCνoφ
a
nφ
b
pf
onp
m = 0, (C.19)
or at least that the 3-bracket annihilates the physical states, i.e.,ψm[Cν , φa, φb]m|phy〉 = 0,
then we have Γµj˜
µ
3alg = 0 or Γµj˜
µ
3alg|phy〉 = 0. As a result, it is possible to construct
the conserved superconformal current sµ3alg, and the N = (2, 0) LP theory may have a
superconformal symmetry. It would be interesting to investigate the physical significance
of the additional constraint (C.19).
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